DO YOUR OWN WORK! NO COPYING OR ELSE IT IS A ZERO!

USING THE WORDS LISTED AT THE BOTTOM OF SHEET, YOU WILL ONLY USE THEM ONCE, FILL IN THE BLANK, USING THE CONTEXT CLUES TO COMPLETE THE SENTENCE. CONTEXT CLUES ARE IN ITALICS.

1. _______________________________ is the extension of a nation’s power over other lands or controlling other countries.

2. A belief that a person’s ethnicity or color or nationality determines their capabilities is called ________________________.

3. A country or political unit that depends on another country for protection is called a __________________________ like the how the Philippines depended on USA in the late 1800s.

4. An ____________________________ is when a country has colonial power over another country but allows local rulers to maintain their authority and status.

5. ____________________________ is when a colonial power removes local leaders and sends a new set of officials from their country.

6. To ______________ someone or something is to make use of mean or unfairness for one's own advantage.

7. To send products for sale to another country is called an __________________________.

8. To _____________________ is to incorporate into an existing political unit, such as a city or country or to make part of.

9. An ____________________________ peoples like Native Americans were in the New World is people, animals, and/or plants that were already in existence there.

10. An area that is __________________ unknown, not mapped, or no knowledge of its existence.

11. ________________ are the established customs of a people or group, or the way groups do things.

12. In India, the British hired local Indians called _________________ as soldiers to protect the company (British East India Company), interests in the country/region.

13. A _________________________, liked those used by Britain in India, were used to rule as representatives of the monarch.

14. Anything involving people is referred to as ______________________, like a person’s/civilian’s/citizen’s natural rights.

15. A _________________________ country home is sometimes referred to as an ______________________.

16. When a country invests $$ in another country, especially for its natural resources, like the USA in Latin America in the early 1900’s it is called __________________________.

17. A word that means about is called ________________________, which is considered a conjunction as a part of speech.

18. ________________ like those in Latin America society are portions of society divided by sociological, economic, or politics.
ANNEX EXPLOIT* PROTECTORATE TRADITIONS*
CIVIL* EXPORT* RACISM UNCHARTED*
DIRECT RULE IMPERIALISM SECTOR* VICEROYS
DOLLAR DIPLOMACY INDIGENOUS SEPOYS WHEREAS*
ESTATE* INDIRECT RULE

2 tier words: * (HIGHLIGHTED IN REGULAR LIST WITH 3 TIER WORDS THIS CHAPTER)

(answer list)

IMPERIALISM
RACISM
PROTECTORATE
INDIRECT RULE
DIRECT RULE
EXPLOIT*
EXPORT*
ANNEX
INDIGENOUS
UNCHARTED*
TRADITIONS*
SEPOYS
VICEROYS
CIVIL*
ESTATE*
DOLLAR DIPLOMACY
WHEREAS*
SECTOR*